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4. Platformising News Code: GitHub as a 
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n this chapter I interrogate the online platform as a news device, and 

more specifically the code sharing platform GitHub.46 Following the 

news device perspective, I organise the chapter around two questions. 

The first concerns how coding is structured through GitHub’s technical 

infrastructure in accordance to its economic imperatives, and, the second one 

pertains to, exploring the platform-specific ways of studying coding that 

GitHub affords. 

 

According to Srnicek (2016), online platforms can be understood as “digital 

infrastructures that enable two or more groups to interact” (p. 25). I focus on 

GitHub for a number of reasons. GitHub is the largest online software 

development and code hosting service (Gousios, Vasilescu, Serebrenik, & 

Zaidman, 2014), and the most used one by news organisations (Usher, 2016). 

The platform too recognises news organisations as one of its stakeholders by 

prominently featuring a curated list of “open journalism” repositories in its 

collections section, which showcases work from industries whose presence is 

rapidly growing on GitHub.47 Studying GitHub is also relevant in relation to a 

growing area of interest in journalism research concerned with the study of 

coding, computation and open source software development (see, e.g., Lewis 

& Usher, 2013).  

 

Online platforms more generally have become important actors in today’s 

news media (Nielsen & Ganter, 2018). When I began this study, GitHub was 

not part of GAFAM, the group of largest and most influential digital platforms 

on which digital cultural production in the Western societies is dependent, and 

                                                
46 This chapter is informed by a pilot study I co-led with Jonathan Gray and Stefania Milan at 
the Digital Methods Summer School 2015 at the University of Amsterdam. The project team 
included: Jonathan Albright, Matteo Azzi, Stefan Baack, Stefano Bandera, Rishabh Dara, 
Rebeca Diez, Sylvain Firer-Blaess, Ivo Furman, Robert Gutounig, Janna Joceli, Cristel 
Kolopaking, Lisa Krieg, Lisa Langenkamp, Sam Leon, Sjoukje van der Meulen, Mariola Pagán, 
Tamara Pinos, Ana Pop Stefanija, Tim Riley, Richard Rogers and Savaş Yıldırım. While this 
chapter does not document the outcomes of the pilot study, this early collaborative phase was 
useful in testing research design and methods. This phase also benefitted the researchers and 
students involved as they were exposed to collaborative working formats and new methods 
and research objects in a guided environment. This is consonant with the approach of this 
thesis not just to provide better accounts of social lives of digital devices in journalism, but to 
provide perspectives and methods which could be used by and useful for others. 
47 See https://github.com/collections/open-journalism 
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which includes Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon and Microsoft (Nieborg & 

Poell, 2018). With its acquisition by Microsoft in 2018, GitHub has joined this 

group. 

 

These platforms are increasingly influencing the way news is produced, 

distributed and monetised by reshaping the news media infrastructures that 

underpin these processes (Nechushtai, 2018; for the way in which online 

platforms are reshaping web infrastructures on which news media also rely, 

see, Helmond, 2015a). While GitHub may not have the influence that 

Facebook and Twitter have over news processes and infrastructures, the 

platform is interesting to examine through the news device lens not because of 

the scale of its influence but because of its particularities. According to 

Mackenzie (2018), as code increasingly underpins many of the infrastructures 

that make up collective life and professional domains today, the particularity of 

GitHub lies in its growing role as a platform for building infrastructures. 

Indeed GitHub hosts some of the code that underpins platforms such as 

Facebook and Twitter, and also some of the source code for news 

infrastructures such as The Guardian website.48 As GitHub is increasingly used 

by newsrooms, the platform can be seen as one of the sites where digital news 

infrastructures are configured, assembled, maintained, and sometimes made 

public, and where all these activities and processes are recorded and 

documented.  

 

In this chapter I explore how GitHub participates in the configuration of 

journalism coding work and news infrastructure making, and how it can 

become a resource for studying the participation of news initiatives on the 

platform. By attending to how the platform intervenes both in journalism 

coding work and in approaches to studying it, I aim to illustrate the two 

aspects of the news device approach.  

 

The chapter is organised as follows. First, I introduce how the relationship 

between GitHub and journalism has been discussed so far, and some of the 

ways in which GitHub has been studied so far. Next, I examine how GitHub 

                                                
48 https://github.com/guardian/frontend 
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configures code development from a material-economic perspective. And 

finally, I examine how networked code repositories can be repurposed as a 

research device to examine how news initiatives participate on the platform.  

 

4.1 From User to Platform Studies Approaches to GitHub 

 

In the context of journalism, GitHub has been linked to open source software 

development practices. In Interactive Journalism: Hackers, Data and Code, Usher 

(2016) documents the encounter between code sharing platforms and 

journalism. She links the rise of open source software in news to the 

development of code sharing platforms such as SourceForge, Google Code 

and GitHub. While the open source movement has a longer history, Usher 

(2016) argues that for newsroom journalists “the rise of open source didn’t 

really make much difference until the early 2000s, when platforms were 

developed to host open-source code in a way that helped promote social 

networking” (“Social Open Source”, para. 1). She refers to the intertwinement 

of open source coding with social networking platforms as “social open 

source”. According to Usher (2016), while both SourceForge and Google 

Code were previously used by news organisations, now most of these use 

GitHub. 

 

GitHub has also been linked to effort to make news work public and facilitate 

greater transparency and accountability (Keegan, 2014; Stark & Diakopoulos, 

2016; Usher, 2016), particularly in relation to the use of code, data, software, 

algorithms and computation, in the context of computational journalism 

(Hamilton & Turner, 2009; Flew, Spurgeon, Daniel, & Swift, 2012), data 

journalism (Coddington, 2015; Gray et al., 2012), algorithmic accountability 

reporting (Diakopoulos, 2013, 2015) and automated journalism (Graefe, 2016). 

In the context of interactive journalism, Usher (2016) argues that GitHub “as 

an open sharing platform, allows interactive journalists (and the public) to see 

the backbone of what’s underneath these journalists’ efforts. The news work, 

albeit written in code, is unmasked” (“Expressions of Openness through 

Journalistic Work”, para. 4).  
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The role of social network functionalities (also known as “social coding”) in 

collaborative code development, and the activity transparency that GitHub 

enables, are also key themes in the extensive academic literature about the 

platform. Particularly in computer and information science and software 

engineering, GitHub has become an object of study in relation to collaborative 

software development. Studies examine the impact of social network 

functionalities on peer and code assessment and the presence of emotions and 

network structures in collaborative software development (see, e.g., Dabbish, 

Stuart, Tsay, & Herbsleb, 2012; Guzman, Azócar, & Li, 2014; Marlow, 

Dabbish, & Herbsleb, 2013; McDonald & Goggins, 2013; Thung, Bissyande, 

Lo, & Jiang, 2013; Tsay, Dabbish, & Herbsleb, 2014). They also examine 

productivity and quality in software development (see, e.g., Ray, Posnett, 

Filkov, & Devanbu, 2014; Vasilescu, Posnett, et al., 2015; Vasilescu, Yu, Wang, 

Devanbu, & Filkov, 2015). In these same disciplines GitHub is also discussed 

as a source of data to be mined and the problems therein (see, e.g., Gousios et 

al., 2014; Kalliamvakou et al., 2014; Russell, 2013).  

 

Much of the literature discussed so far is in various ways concerned with what 

Bucher (2012) would call “usage studies”, i.e. a focus on understanding 

motivations and various aspects of practice from the perspective of the user 

and less so with the critical investigation of the platform itself as the interplays 

between technical infrastructure and economic imperatives that underpin 

platform use. A notable exception in this sense is “Metacommunities of the 

Code Sharing Commons”, an exemplary study of code sharing practices on 

GitHub involving Adrian Mackenzie, Matthew Fuller, Andrew Goffey, Richard 

Mills and Stu Sharples.49  

 

Taking a platform studies perspective, Mackenzie (2018) argues that the study 

of platforms should account not just for how they are used but also for how 

they structure social practices through processes of platformisation and 

capitalisation, both of which are central to the making of platforms. This is 

because platforms are not “stable backgrounds” for social action (Parikka, 

                                                
49 http://metacommunities.github.io/metacommunities/ 
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2011), but are constantly being (re)configured. Platformising processes render 

“an ensemble as a platform” (Mackenzie, 2018, p. 37). They do so by 

“engineer[ing] specific forms of connection” and “placing people and things 

into specific kinds of relations”, according to the platform’s capitalisation or 

economic imperatives (Mackenzie, 2018, p. 37). Capitalisation processes enable 

the “conversion of hitherto intangible or uncontrolled social processes into 

potential asset streams”, by configuring a particular setting into a site that has 

the potential to generate “a steady stream of future cash flows” or capital 

(Mackenzie, 2018, p. 37).  

 

Drawing on Mackenzie (2018) and on platform studies as discussed in Chapter 

2, in what follows I examine how GitHub structures journalism coding.   

4.2 From Social Coding to Connective Coding 

 

To understand how GitHub participates in the configuration of journalism 

coding and the making of news infrastructures, I will briefly discuss some of 

the platformising processes that underpin it. This is based on a careful 

examination of GitHub’s various interfaces, including its user interface and 

API, as well as platform documentation from help pages, the platform’s 

development blog and technology press articles. Drawing on van Dijck (2013), 

I will argue that through these processes GitHub renders coding practices on 

the platform not simply as social coding but as connective coding.  

 

4.2.1 GitHub’s Multiple Stakeholder Market 

 

Founded in 2008, GitHub is a for-profit private company. The GitHub 

platform is based on Git, an open source distributed version control and 

source code management system. This system was created in 2005 by Linus 

Torvalds to support collaboration on the development of the Linux operating 

system. GitHub enhances Git with web-based hosting, browser-based and 

desktop-based graphical interface and social networking functionalities. 

GitHub functioned on its own revenue in the first years of existence and took 
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venture capital four years after its funding, in 2012 (Gannes, 2012). In 2018 the 

company was bought by Microsoft. GitHub positions itself as the “world's 

leading software development platform” (n.d.-a), and previously it referred to 

itself as a “social coding” platform and a “code sharing platform”. GitHub also 

refers to itself as the “largest open source community in the world” (n.d.-j), a 

frame which is often taken up by the press. 

 

References to GitHub as an open source code repository and as a code sharing 

platform co-exist alongside business reports that document GitHub’s financial 

position. According to such reports, around half of GitHub’s 2017 annual 

revenue was generated by businesses maintaining private repositories and the 

other half by individual users or teams using private repositories (Petersen, 

2017). The GitHub Octoverse 2017 report states that around half of the largest 

US based companies use GitHub services, including Microsoft, Facebook and 

Google (GitHub, 2017). 

 

The facilitation of these seemingly divergent use cases and groups of end-users 

is not an anomaly but a constitutive and defining feature of online platforms. 

This is because online platforms act as technical infrastructures that negotiate 

and enable interactions between two or more different groups of end-users or 

stakeholders and between heterogenous goals and interests (Gillespie, 2010; 

Srnicek, 2016). In the case of GitHub, these include open source and 

individual developers, businesses, and third-party application and service 

developers.  

 

From an economic perspective, platforms such as GitHub are understood as 

“multi-sided markets” (Evans, Hagiu, & Schmalensee, 2006; Rochet & Tirole, 

2003). According to Rieder and Sire (2014):  

A multi-sided market consists of a platform that brings together at least 

two distinct groups of end-users. The attendance of end-users on one 

side creates a positive externality which makes the good sold on the 

other(s) more attractive, and vice versa. A platform that enables 

interactions between the parties can internalize this kind of externality 

– that is, make profits.” (p. 199)  
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As a “product platform” (Srnicek, 2016) which generates revenue by providing 

a service against a subscription fee, GitHub is organised around the freemium 

model, whereby free repository hosting is provided for public projects and paid 

hosting for private repositories. It is thus businesses and individuals who code 

privately that enable GitHub to provide free hosting for public and open 

source software and to be at once the largest public code repository in the 

world and draw its revenues entirely from private hosting of software 

development projects. In this model GitHub subsidises open source 

developers, or rather individuals and organisations who code publicly,50 and 

charges businesses and developers who code privately, by providing various 

paid plans for private repositories. The two models might not target different 

user groups but different use cases, as organisations might use private 

repositories for everyday work and release code publicly using the public 

repository function, as Fuller, Goffey, Mackenzie, Mills and Sharples (2017) 

suggest. Indeed, GitHub’s annual public reports show that large numbers of 

business developers contribute to open source projects on GitHub (GitHub, 

2017; see also Ghoshal, 2016). Moreover, developers and organisations who 

host their code publicly are not only providing a vast collection of open source 

projects that businesses can draw on, but they are also seen as marketing and 

conversion tools to attract enterprise solutions, as developers who make 

personal use of the platform become hired by businesses (Sullivan, 2016). 

GitHub also charges third-party app developers who build apps to enhance 

GitHub’s functionalities and advertise them on the GitHub Marketplace 

(through a 25% share from any app sold on its marketplace). In order to 

support the use of platform data to develop a third-party ecosystem of 

products and services that enhance the platform experience, GitHub does not 

charge for API usage that complies with its rate limits. It does however charge 

for API usage that goes beyond its rate limits or that results in the 

marketisation of services that mimic the GitHub service experience (GitHub, 

n.d.-i). 

 

                                                
50 As GitHub does not enforce licensing for projects it hosts, public projects may or may not 
be open source. By default if a public repository does not have a license specified then it will 
be considered an all rights reserved repository (Phipps, 2012). 
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4.2.2 Making Participation on the Platform Economically Valuable  

 

An essential platformising process that enables the facilitation of these 

heterogenous groups and interests into the marketplace configuration 

described above, is what van Dijck (2013) calls “turning connectedness into 

connectivity by means of coding technologies” (p. 16).  

 

While developers and organisations engaging in public or open source coding 

(such as the journalism initiatives studied in this chapter), do not pay fees for 

their use of the platform, they do however contribute the publicity, traceability, 

metrification, analysability and valorisation of their participation on the 

platform.  

 

Conditions for participation are set through GitHub’s technical infrastructure 

in alignment with the platform’s economic aims. This includes a front-end 

which seeks to solicit, intensify and accelerate user engagement and a back-end 

comprised of servers and data storage, mining and archival capabilities (Gehl, 

2011). These features, just as in the case of other social media platforms, are 

organised around nurturing a platform ecosystem that would multiply 

valorisation of connectivity around several registers (Gerlitz, 2016; Marres, 

2017a).  

 

More specifically, following the model of other social media platforms, 

participation in software development is made economically valuable by setting 

up an infrastructure that pre-defines and standardises possibilities for user 

action and the forms that these take at the user interface level (Gerlitz & 

Rieder, 2018; Gray, Gerlitz, & Bounegru, 2018). In the case of GitHub this 

would include enabling forms of action such as “committing”, submitting “pull 

requests”, “forking”, “starring” or “watching” repositories, and following 

users. Through each of these actions, connections are recorded between users, 

and between users and objects such as repositories. In addition to this, free 

repositories are subjected to an “environment of information transparency” 

(van der Vlist, 2013, p. 20) whereby every activity associated with them is 

attributed and visible to anyone who accesses the platform (see Figure 16).  
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Figure 16: Screenshot of browser-based user interface view of public 
GitHub repository showing the top contributors to a public repository 
based on their number of commits. In the top right corner the social 

counters associated with repositories can be noticed. 
 

Standardising possibilities for action enables social media platforms like 

GitHub to render selected activities, projects and people measurable, calculable 

and comparable (Gerlitz & Rieder, 2018). This is done through social metrics 

and counters such as GitHub’s “forks count” and “stargazers count” (visible in 

Figure 16), rankings such as its “trending” feed, and other calculations and 

statistics released by the platform, such as through the annual “State of the 

Octoverse” report (GitHub, 2017).  

 

By making projects and people commensurable through the introduction of 

common metrics, the platform materialises an auditorial culture (Gane, 2014; 

Power, 1994, 1999, 2000; Strathern, 2000) based on quantitative measures, that 

intensifies evaluation and competition between projects: 

The units made available through the above-mentioned platforms are 

vying for attention and the omnipresence of counters and rankings that 

measure and evaluate popularity, relevance, or authority is essential to 

reinforcing a state of permanent competition where everyone is 
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constantly updated on where they stand. (Rieder, 2017, p. 6)  

This environment is generative of reactivity dynamics (Espeland & Sauder, 

2007) whereby users modify their behaviours in response to the evaluations 

that the platform makes available. As platforms are organised around “the 

pursuit of participation” (Bucher, 2012b, p. 10), this is a dynamic that 

platforms welcome and encourage (Gerlitz & Lury, 2014). The constant 

pressure to perform to the metrics and gain visibility, is generative of both 

grassroots responses in the form of how-to guides for increasing visibility by 

accumulating currency, i.e. stars (see, e.g., Neculai, 2017; Suri, 2017), as well as 

commercial initiatives that enable the purchase of false stars and followers 

(Governor, 2017).  

 

Moreover, the metrification of coding and engagement acts on the platform is 

accompanied by an intensification and multiplication of social dynamics 

(Bucher, 2012b; Gerlitz & Helmond, 2013). For example, GitHub displays user 

activities on the user’s home page, as well as on the news feeds of her 

followees. Activity around a repository that a user watches or subscribes to is 

also displayed in the user’s “news feed”. Repositories are recommended for 

starring and bookmarking based on the user’s own activity on the platform.  

 

All these data streams and recommendation features aim to intensify activity 

on the platform by inviting further engagement and suggesting possibilities for 

action. In doing so they multiply the collection of economically valuable user 

data (Gerlitz & Helmond, 2013) and the growth of the platform’s connective 

assets, i.e. products that result from the conversion of social coding into 

economically valuable connective coding. These connective assets may include 

platform data and knowledge products, which in turn become part of the 

platform’s offerings to its stakeholders (Gerlitz, 2016; Rieder, 2017). As 

described above, these may be embedded in various interfaces, e.g. as 

recommendations and trends via the browser-based user interface, as platform 

data via the application programming interface (API), and annual reports about 

platform accomplishments geared towards attracting investors and clients.  

 

The capture of social dynamics and behaviours around public repositories and 
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the creation of knowledge or information products is not only essential to 

GitHub’s functioning as a marketplace, but also enables GitHub to function as 

an ordering mechanism (Rieder, 2017) for the public and open source coding 

space. This has social consequences in terms of how attention is guided to 

particular repositories and people (Rieder, 2017), what is privileged and what is 

devalued, as well as for software development and infrastructure making 

practices.  

 

4.2.3 Connective Coding  

 

Having briefly described some of the platformising processes at work in 

configuring GitHub as an online platform, I will now elaborate on the 

implications of these processes on coding practices and infrastructure making, 

which I capture with the notion of connective coding. The notion of connective 

coding moves away from seeing GitHub just as a container for software code 

and a management system for software development, to pay attention to the 

infrastructures and processes through which coding is platformised. The 

notion is intended to expand the understanding of social coding beyond the 

connectedness that GitHub enables to also capture the commodification of 

social coding by “turning connectedness into connectivity by means of coding 

technologies” (van Dijck, 2013, p. 16). Mosco (2009) defines commodification 

as “the process of turning use values into exchange values, of transforming 

products whose value is determined by their ability to meet individual 

and social needs into products whose value is set by their market price” (p. 

132). In the context of GitHub, the commodification of social coding refers to 

the potentiality of accumulation of economic capital by converting public 

coding activities, developer profiles and behaviours into assets that may attract 

future revenue and investment to the platform (Mackenzie, 2018), through the 

platform’s technical infrastructures. These connective assets have the potential 

to be capitalised by platform as well as by third parties that make up the 

platform ecosystem (under the terms set by the platform), and to enter various 

economies and forms of valuation (Gerlitz, 2016).  
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For example, numbers, of users and repositories accumulated by the platform, 

play an important part in enacting platform growth and in supporting future 

investment of capital (Mackenzie, 2018). The release of data points via an API 

enables third parties to derive their own forms of value, be it economic, 

cultural or social (Gerlitz, 2016). In addition to being used to improve the 

performance of the platform according to its aims, and to optimise software 

development processes, due to its large base of public developer profiles and 

code repositories, GitHub has become a recruitment tool for the technology 

industry and has come to be seen as the best resume for a developer, displaying 

markers of reputation, productivity and uptake (Fuller et al., 2017; Petersen, 

2017). GitHub is also becoming a key provider of data about the software 

development sector, supporting a number of startups that provide various 

kinds of data mining, analytics and recruitment services in this sector (Richtel, 

2013). In addition to this, as touched on in the previous section, a large corpus 

of research into collaborative and open source software development also 

increasingly relies on behavioural data collected and released by GitHub.  

 

Platformised coding also draws attention to how coding and engagement work 

also become a form of platform work, in the sense that every coding act also 

contributes to enacting the platform ensemble. This is illustrative of the 

asymmetries that characterise online platforms, between the actors who define 

“conditions for participation” (Gerlitz, 2016, p. 19) by setting up a techno-

commercial infrastructure (the platform owner), and platform users, as well as 

between the capacities of datafied users and those of third-parties which derive 

economic value from such datafied user activities (Gerlitz & Helmond, 2013; 

Lehtiniemi, 2016), such as startups and app developers. 

 

Finally, connective coding plays out through the “double articulation” 

(Langlois, Elmer, McKelvey, & Devereaux, 2009, p. 415) of platform 

infrastructure and social practices. An example of how social practices may 

contribute to the articulation of platforms is the case of users deploying 

different kinds of tactics to negotiate the conditions of participation set by the 

platform, In the case of GitHub, in 2016, users frustrated with various issues 

pertaining to the technical configuration of GitHub and its use affordances, 
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produced a critical response in the form of letter addressed to platform owners 

and hosted on the platform, 51 as a way to prompt a response and 

reconfiguration of interface features to better support public coding work.  

 

Whereas the notion of connective coding draws attention to how particular 

platformising processes may configure social practices unfolding on the 

platform, they do not over-determine them. Just as platforms are not fixed or 

stable arrangements, social practices are also not uniform materials to be 

platformised but fluctuating, diverse and variable. Furthermore, platforms and 

social practices are not separate entities but mutually articulating (van Dijck, 

2013). For this reason, it is necessary to examine how connective coding plays 

out in issue or domain specific contexts. In the next section I examine how 

GitHub is mobilised for journalism coding and what platform-specific ways of 

studying coding GitHub affords. 

 

4.3 Exploring Journalism Coding on GitHub 

 

Following the news device perspective, in this section I explore how 

connective coding can be repurposed as a research device, by “seek[ing] to 

derive … analytic capacities from the pre-formatting that is distinctive of 

digital social and cultural data” (Weltevrede, 2016, p. 42). More specifically, I 

explore the ways in which repositories and coding acts are formatted, counted, 

ranked and how these can be configured to study specificities, modulations and 

variability of platform-specific news coding practices.  

 

I focus on three analyses to illustrate aspects of connective journalism code 

dynamics on GitHub. The first analysis repurposes GitHub’s forking feature to 

draw attention to connective journalism coding as imitative work, the second 

one repurposes collaboration and engagement metrics to explore how 

journalism code repositories are ranked and valued, and the third one 

repurposes date stamps associated with repositories to explore the temporal 

dynamics of journalism code. Before describing the outcomes of these analyses 

                                                
51 https://github.com/dear-github/dear-github  
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I describe my research process. 

 

4.3.1 The Research Affordances of Platformised Repositories 

 

According to Weltevrede & Borra (2016), platform data is the outcome of 

intersecting socio-technical processes at work in platform-making: interactions 

between users and platform, the preformatting and curation of user action 

through the platform infrastructure, how platform affordances are activated 

through use practices, and how platform activity is captured and recursively 

delivered back to various platform stakeholders in various forms, as social 

counters, via APIs, news feeds, trends or recommendations.  

 

One type of platform data that GitHub generates revolves around its 

repositories. Journalism code inhabits GitHub in the form of repositories, 

associated with GitHub user or organisation accounts. As one of GitHub’s 

“primary asset form[s]” (Mackenzie, 2018, p. 45), repositories are “named 

collections of files mainly containing code, but also a great variety of 

operational documents (settings, manuals, installation instructions, etc.), stored 

in many versions and varieties” (Mackenzie, 2018, p. 40). Repositories may be 

private or public, depending on the user’s chosen pricing structure. Whether a 

repository is public or private has important consequences for the way in 

which it is platformised and hence for its research (or analytical) affordances. 
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Figure 17: Screenshot of browser-based user interface view of public 
GitHub repository. GitHub compares repositories with folders where 

users can store their project files together with their revision 
histories.52  

 

First, public repositories’ content and metadata are by default subjected to data 

mining by the platform. This operation is necessary and underpins the 

connectivity and calculative operations undertaken by the platform such as the 

trending feature, and the delivery of recommendations, including repository 

security recommendations (GitHub, n.d.-c). Public repository metadata is not 

only data-mined by the platform for its day-to-day operations but is also made 

available for integration in third-party products and services via the GitHub 

API (GitHub, n.d.-g). On the other hand, private repositories are not data-

mined by default. Owners of private repositories have the option to opt-into 

GitHub’s tracking of their repository metadata, whereas public repositories do 

not have the option to opt-out of platform tracking (GitHub, n.d.-c).  

 

Through this configuration, the platform guides researchers towards public 

repositories as an object of study. But it is not only the degree of accessibility 

that drives researchers towards public repositories. Public repositories are a 

                                                
52 https://help.github.com/en/articles/about-repositories 
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more prolific site for studying connective coding. This is because they are more 

intensely subjected to platformising processes such as those described in the 

previous section (e.g. metricisation, datafication, recommendation and 

ranking), as they are configured as connective assets that are essential for 

attracting a number of different stakeholders to the platform.  

 

4.3.2 Demarcating the Journalism Code Space Through an Expert 

List 

 

To illustrate how public journalism coding on GitHub can be examined from a 

news device perspective, I use a collection of 3,665 journalism code 

repositories. While Fuller et al. (2017) argue that the manageable size of the 

platform encourages the study of “the whole of GitHub”, as the researchers 

themselves admit, a big data or “n=all” approach obscures as much as it 

provides insights in the case of GitHub. One of the things that is obscured, as 

the researchers found, is precisely the diversity of practices that inhabit the 

platform and the specificities of situated, domain-specific practices (Mackenzie, 

Fuller, Goffey, Mills, & Sharples, 2014).  

 

For this reason, I focus on a limited collection of journalism repositories which 

is derived from an expert list of public GitHub organisation accounts 

associated with journalism coding. The list is maintained by the specialty 

publication Source and is largely Anglo-American in focus. Source is part of 

OpenNews, a programme of the Knight and Mozilla Foundations until 2017. 

The programme was set up to facilitate an open source ethos in newsrooms 

(Lichterman, 2017) but recently the publication distanced itself from open 

source as its primary goal in order to more smoothly align with the needs of 

journalism coders. Now the publication emphasises a focus on “journalism 

code and the community of developers, designers, journalists, and editors who 

make it” (Source, n.d.). 
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Figure 18: Screenshot of Source’s listing of organisations engaging in 

journalism coding, with links to their GitHub and Twitter accounts. 

 

Another expert list is maintained by GitHub itself, under its “open journalism” 

collection, but it lists only fifteen repositories.53 In recent years, a couple of 

grassroots lists maintained by newsrooms and journalists also emerged, to 

which I am also contributing.54 However, at the time when the analyses for 

this chapter were conducted in June-July 2016, the Source list was one of the 

most prominent and comprehensive lists available, which is why I chose it to 

illustrate this approach. Source also maintains a list of developers engaged in 

journalism coding. But for the purposes of this chapter I focus on GitHub 

organisations as organisations have been found to drive activity on GitHub 

(Mackenzie et al., 2014). A script was used to scrape the GitHub accounts of 

                                                
53 https://github.com/collections/open-journalism 
54 See https://github.com/MinnPost/car-code and https://github.com/silva-shih/open-
journalism. 
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these organisations from the list maintained by Source.55 Future research 

should be extended to the grassroots lists available today to enable 

comparison, as well as to the list of programmer-journalist accounts.  

 

To generate the collection of public repositories of journalism code used for 

this study, the expert list was filtered to remove GitHub accounts that were 

associated with organisations or initiatives that were not primarily journalistic 

in focus, such as Twitter’s GitHub account. Missing GitHub accounts of listed 

organisations were manually added, resulting in a list of 87 public GitHub 

organisation accounts, be they newsrooms or other journalism initiatives, such 

as collaborations between journalists around particular projects. The 3,665 

code repositories associated with these 87 accounts constitute my research 

corpus.  

 

4.3.3 API Calling as Data Collection Technique 

 

To collect data about these repositories I use an increasingly common 

technique in digital social research and outside it, known as API calling 

(Weltevrede, 2016; Rogers, 2017). API calling is an automated technique of 

data retrieval from APIs. APIs are “protocological software objects” that 

“allow interested parties to access the data and functionality of popular online 

services, all in a very controlled manner” (Bucher, 2013, p.1). As discussed in 

the first section, APIs are part of the business model of social media platforms, 

enabling interoperability between the platform and other software systems 

which enable the platform to extend beyond itself (Bucher, 2013), through 

integrations and applications.  

 

APIs do not allow access to all platform data but to selected data-points and 

are subject to particular conditions of access, from authentication to rate limits 

and data access limitations. Moreover, with APIs, data collection is organised 

as an “operation of extraction from the negotiated interests and cultures of 

                                                
55 The script was written by Sam Leon, data analyst at Global Witness, and is available at: 
https://github.com/noelmas/dmi-summer-scrapes.   
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use” of the platform (Weltevrede, 2016, p. 34). Organising data collection 

through API calls is illustrative of the “distributed” character of digital social 

research (Marres, 2012b), and the participation of digital devices not just in 

news work but also in journalism research. 

 

The GitHub API provides different end points that enable the collection of 

data about repositories. For example, the Events API enables the collection of 

public events associated with repositories in close to real-time, but significantly 

limits access to past events by allowing capture of events no older than 90 

days. In addition to this, the API is subject to rate limits (300 events per call) 

and call frequency limits (GitHub, n.d.-b). There is also a GitHub Archive56 

that records the public GitHub timeline but this is limited to events taking 

place between 2011 and 2015. For these reasons, in this study I decided to use 

the repository end point. The repository end point of the GitHub API allows 

developers to programmatically alter, extract data and make changes to 

repositories. The repositories maintained by these journalism code 

organisations and their associated metadata were extracted in June-July 2016 

via the repository end-point of the GitHub API through a number of scripts 

co-developed with the Digital Methods Initiative (Digital Methods Initiative, 

n.d.-a). The scripts have interfaces which allow users to input lists of GitHub 

organisation, users and repositories names, and extract their associated 

metadata from the relevant end points of the API.  

 

The result of the extraction process is social transaction data for 3,665 

journalism code repositories, including repository creation and update date 

stamps, popularity and collaboration metrics. The configuration of this data, 

through pre-formatting of user actions at the user interface level and at the 

API level, conditions analytical possibilities. Weltevrede (2016) suggests that 

importing empirical categories that come with using pre-formatted platform 

data can be seen as an enhancement of the analytical capacities of digital 

research, as it enables the researcher to study use practices but to also include 

“the operations of digital media into analysis” (p. 34). When applied to the 

study of news, such approaches enable us to make findings not only about 

                                                
56 https://www.gharchive.org/ 
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news and journalism but also about digital devices themselves. This is because  

researchers need to account for how the platform intervenes in the object of 

study. Hence, examining how journalism initiatives inhabit GitHub is also a 

way of exploring the platform, given that inhabiting the platform is an 

interaction between user and platform features. 

 

However, while the device perspective encourages to “follow the medium” 

(Rogers, 2013) in the collection of data and composition of analytical 

categories, the researcher nevertheless needs to work to align these with her 

research interests and questions, which might sometimes involve pushing 

against the analytical directions inscribed in platform data and carving forms of 

analysis that are better aligned with the research objectives at hand (Marres & 

Gerlitz, 2015; Venturini et al., 2018). All these research decisions will be 

illustrated in the analyses below. 

 

4.3.4 Imitation and Originality in Journalism Coding Work 

 
A specificity of public coding on GitHub is that through its technical 

infrastructure based on Git, GitHub institutes copying of code as a user right 

through its fork function (GitHub, n.d.-h). By automating and simplifying the 

copying of repositories through the fork button, GitHub institutes a mode of 

production based on imitation and variation (Fuller et al., 2017), which is one 

of the ways through which the platform seeks to intensify relations between its 

stakeholders.  

 

The automation of acts of imitation through the fork button holds analytical 

capacities. Indeed, several studies have pointed towards the intensity of 

imitative and duplication work that underpins GitHub code production (Lopes 

et al., 2017; Mackenzie, 2018), reporting everything from a third to 70% of 

code on GitHub to be a duplicate, depending on the research technique. The 

high rates of duplication have also raised concerns about using GitHub to 

study patterns of software production (Lopes et al., 2017).  
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In addition to being framed as problems for research, the imitative processes 

underpinning GitHub’s mode of code production can also be turned into 

objects of investigation. Indeed, turning forking into a medium-specific 

method for studying imitative practices on GitHub, allows us to examine one 

aspect of platform specific forms of journalism coding.57 

 

An analysis of forked and original repositories in my journalism code corpus, 

shows journalism initiatives to be participating in the platform’s code 

ecosystem primarily with original work. Close to 80% of the over 3,500 

repositories are created by these organisations and only 23% of them are 

copied or forked from other GitHub users and organisation, a lower rate than 

the numbers reported at the level of the entire platform, albeit through other 

methods (Lopes et al., 2017; Mackenzie, 2018). The lower rate that describes 

my corpus might be associated with the practices of organisation accounts, as 

opposed to those of individual user accounts. An examination of the types of 

users that journalism code accounts “fork” repositories from is also insightful 

as it enables an exploration of the fields that journalism code blends with and 

draws on. While journalism organisations “fork” code from other journalism 

initiatives and journalist-coders, imitative flows extend outside the domain of 

journalism and see news initiatives draw on code produced by developers from 

other domains as well as by online platforms such as Netflix, Airbnb and 

WordPress. The latter may be taken as another approach to explore how 

journalism is platformised through the integration of code produced by online 

platforms in news operations. 

 

4.3.5 How Journalism Code is Engaged With, Valued and Ranked 

 

Having illustrated one way in which imitative practices can be studied on 

GitHub and found that journalism initiatives in my corpus primarily engage in 

original work when seen from the perspective of the “fork” function, next I 

examine participation in journalism code. As discussed in detail in section 4.2, 

participation in GitHub is a socio-technical construction aligned with the 

                                                
57 For other methods to study imitation on GitHub see, e.g., Lopes et al. (2017). 
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platform’s economic imperatives, involving processes of tracing, counting, 

calculating, recommending, intensifying, multiplying, archiving and mining 

engagement in the production and evaluation of platform content, through 

multiple interfaces, back-end and front-ends.  

 

For these reasons analysing participation in journalism code becomes a way of 

examining the forms of work that journalism repositories attract, as well as 

how journalism code is evaluated, ordered, ranked, recommended and 

organised on GitHub, based on various social counters and composite 

calculations. Studying which code is successful in attracting platform work and 

in rising to the top is important in order to understand the hierarchies of 

visibility and value that social counters organise. It can also help us understand 

the modes of valuation that these rankings serve, i.e. what journalism code is 

of value in the GitHub platform ecosystem and is recommended to others.  

 

To explore the forms of work that the journalism code space attracts, I analyse 

the types of acts associated with original journalism code repositories, i.e. those 

that do not originate in a fork. GitHub’s Events API end point makes available 

37 event types that make up the platform’s public timeline data, some 

associated with repositories and some associated with other platform objects. 

These are used to compose the various activity feeds and streams of the 

platform. The repository end point makes available a selection of these, in the 

list or count form: “stargazers count”, “subscribers count”, “forks count” and 

list of contributors and their “commits count” for a given repository. I briefly 

describe each platform specific form of coding work before discussing how it 

plays out in my collection of journalism repositories.  

 

Users revise or make changes to their GitHub repositories (e.g. adding, 

deleting or modifying code or any of the files of a repository) through 

commits. Each commit is associated with a repository contributor. The 

repository end point of the API allows the extraction of the top 500 repository 

contributors based on their number of commits. In the case of the journalism 

code repositories examined here, none of the repositories reached that limit, as 

the highest number of contributors recorded for a repository was 132. In this 
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case the number of commits for a repository can be determined by totalling 

the commit counts for all repository contributors. As discussed in the previous 

section, users can also copy repositories by forking them in order to propose 

revisions to them or to start their own project according to open source 

principles (GitHub, n.d.-f). At the repository end point of the API, a forks 

count is recorded for each repository. Users can also engage in acts of 

“sociality”. In the case of GitHub, being “social” towards a repository can 

involve monitoring changes to a project through the “watch” function 

(GitHub, GitHub, n.d.-e). At the repository end point of the API a 

“subscribers count” is recorded for each repository. Finally, users can “star” a 

repository to bookmark it and generate recommendations, or as an act of 

public appreciation (GitHub, n.d.-e). At the repository end point of the API a 

“stargazers count” is recorded for each repository.  

 

Both the user actions and their counting and release via the API participate in 

the ordering of journalism code, i.e. in the organisation of degrees of visibility 

and how the content is made available to users through various recursive 

activity streams and feeds.  

 

First, a comparative analysis of the volume of different kinds of social acts 

associated with journalism code repositories can provide an indication of the 

forms of work that journalism code repositories attract as well as of how 

journalism initiatives inhabit GitHub.  

 

 
Figure 19: Repository act counts for 3,665 journalism code 

repositories until June 2016. 
 

The dominance of acts of committing or revising repository files shows 

GitHub to be a site of production as repositories are not just posted and 
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frozen in the form of original posting but updated and modified. But GitHub 

is also a site of sociality or, rather, connectivity. Sociality on GitHub is 

instrumentalised as public evaluation of performance, monitoring, circulation 

and imitation, as journalism code repositories also register acts of starring, 

watching and forking. These may also be associated with what in the context 

of journalism has been discussed as participatory transparency (Karlsson, 

2010), namely the opportunities for the user to become involved in the news 

process through the possibilities for user action afforded by the technical 

architecture of digital platforms.  

 

Furthermore, there is a great variation within this space, albeit following a 

common pattern. Across all repository acts, be they production or sociality, we 

encounter a power law distribution whereby a small number of repositories 

attract the largest quantity of platform work, contributors and attention, and a 

large number of repositories attract very little to no work and attention.  

 

Almost half of the repositories have a single contributor thus attesting to 

individual modes of work active in the journalism code space but perhaps also 

to other kinds of labour required to attract contributors. Indeed, while 

numerous studies have been dedicated to studying various aspects of 

collaborative software development on GitHub, individual modes of public 

coding or single authored repositories might also be worth investigating, if only 

because they might make up a large part of the platform’s code ecosystem, as 

this study of journalism code repositories seems to indicate. Close to half of 

the repositories do not receive any stars and are thus public but practically 

invisible as the absence of events leaves them out of the recursive 

recommendation streams in which high event repositories are included.  

 
This power law distribution is common for social media activities (Mackenzie 

et al., 2015; Marres, 2017a). Power law distributions are produced by device 

cultures which deploy user activity to organise visibility, order content and 

recursively deliver recommendations back to the user in the form of various 

kinds of rankings. Many of these actions and social counters participate in a 

number of platform ordering and valuation mechanisms, such as “trending” 

repositories and the ranking of developers. GitHub platform developers 
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describe the composition of the trending feature for repositories and 

developers as follows: “We look at a variety of data points including stars, 

forks, commits, follows, and pageviews, weighting them appropriately” 

(Rohan, 2013). This means that not all repositories receive the same degree of 

visibility on the platform and repositories that receive more stars will be given 

more visibility through generic platform streams and personalised feeds.  

 

 

Figure 20: List of top seventeen journalism code repositories 
according to their stargazers count in June 2016, that together receive 

more than half of the total number of stars in the collection. 

 

Indeed, more than half of the stars go to the top seventeen repositories (see 

Figure 20). But this ordering of repositories is not just the outcome of 
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platform technicity58 and its modes of organising visibility. The ordering 

produced by the star counter shows that even in the context of domain specific 

inhabiting of the platform, what is valued are repositories that conform to the 

platform’s primary asset form, source code, and that address themselves to one 

of the platform’s primary stakeholder, developers. Moreover, a feature of these 

repositories with a high star count is a concern with materials that sustain 

developers and their software development work, as opposed to open source 

software end users as was the case with SourceForge, the other online coding 

platform. This reminds of Kelty’s (2008) notion of free software developers as 

recursive publics, relevant in this context because it draws attention to the fact 

that what is valuable is the production of materials that enable programming 

work to be sustained and performed. Illustrative of this is the repository which 

received the highest star count at the time of data extraction, a style guide 

developed by New York Times developers containing coding styles and 

conventions for the Objective-C programming language. Others include 

testing tools to enable developers to catch bugs in their programmes, server 

load testing utilities, software libraries and utilities to build linkages and 

enhance software libraries. Alongside valuing of content aligned with the 

platform’s primary asset form and end-user group, domain specific valuation 

registers are also visible in highly starred content that addresses itself to 

journalists and non-programming publics. This would include a collection of 

datasets that underpins reportage at FiveThirtyEight, a guide for dealing with 

common problems in data reportage, and the source code for a whistleblower 

platform. This attests to the extension of GitHub’s model of social action 

(Mackenzie et al., 2015) to include other journalistic practices beyond coding. 

Producer tactics also play a role in content valuation as the top repositories are 

well documented, maintained and licensed. 

 

4.3.6 Journalism Code as Ephemeral Construction 

 

                                                
58 While the concept of technicity has a longer history (see, e.g., the work of Martin 
Heidegger), in the context of digital social and media research technicity refers to the socio-
technical relations or the articulations of software and users, human and non-human agents 
that characterise digital devices (Bucher, 2012a; Niederer & van Dijck, 2010; Weltevrede, 
2016).    
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Finally, another aspect of platform-specific journalism coding that can be 

explored are the temporal dynamics of journalism code.  

 

Freshness is a temporal dimension that is particularly valued in social media 

platforms. It is one of the organising principles of social media feeds, 

notification and activity streams and trending algorithms (Berry, 2011; 

Weltevrede, 2016). GitHub provides its users a news feed or activity feed 

organised by freshness where they can follow activities of the people and 

repositories they are connected with. The GitHub trending algorithm for 

repositories and developers also takes into account recency of events (Rohan, 

2013).  

 

Social media and search engine content date stamps present a number of social 

and media research affordances. Social and media researchers have repurposed 

date stamps to examine the pace of search engines and social media platforms, 

i.e. the temporal rhythm at which fresh content is introduced in their streams 

(Weltevrede et al, 2014). They have also used date stamps to examine 

variations or fluctuations of issue compositions (actors, topics, sources) over 

time, known as liveliness (Marres & Weltevrede, 2013). They have also used 

them to examine the effectiveness of censorship by taking the “freshness” or 

“staleness” of websites as an indicator. Here freshness or staleness is 

determined based on how frequently and recently sites have been updated 

(Weltevrede, 2016).   

 

Similarly, repository date stamps can be repurposed to explore freshness as a 

distinctive concern of GitHub, as well as temporal dynamics of journalism 

coding, such as durability or ephemerality of repositories.  

 

I will start with freshness. The first issue is to determine what constitutes a 

fresh repository. Measures of freshness are embedded in various platform 

features. For example, GitHub takes recency of events received by a repository 

as one of the data points in the calculation of trending repositories. While how 

exactly recency figures in the trending repositories calculation is not revealed 

by the platform, trending repositories are calculated for the last day, the last 
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week and the last month, which can be taken as an indication that freshness 

can be construed as receiving an event at the latest in the past month.  

 

Keeping this platform specific qualification of freshness in mind, an 

examination of the dates when journalism code repositories had most recently 

been updated at the date of data extraction, indicates them to largely not be 

keeping up with the update culture built into the platform’s recommendation 

features, to have distinct dynamics of update, or to be rather stale. A bit over 

10% of journalism code repositories had been updated in the two months 

before the date of data collection.  

 

Another temporal dynamic that allows us to move away from the 

preoccupation with “nowness” (Weltevrede, 2016), or what is happening now, 

of social media, is ephemerality or durability of issues and practices. In the 

context of GitHub, Mackenzie (2018) examines durability of repositories based 

on the number of events that they receive. Based on this measure, he describes 

ephemeral repositories as repositories that “flash into existence in the event of 

their naming before falling back into uneventful obscurity” (p. 45). Another 

way to examine the ephemerality or durability of repositories is by examining 

their date stamps. The repository section of the GitHub API returns a number 

of different date stamps for repositories, including the creation date and the 

date of the most recent update, or the last change made to the repository, 

recorded as a repository event. Calculating the time between these two dates 

indicates a significant number of repositories in this space to be largely 

ephemeral or short lived. A third of the original journalism code repositories 

only have activity in the month of creation (and an insignificant number of 

them have been created in the month when the data was collected). This 

suggests that they use GitHub as a site of storage and publicity and for projects 

with short timespans, rather than code development and collaboration over 

extensive periods of time. More than half of them had a lifespan between one 

month and two years, and the most durable repositories (eight in total) had a 

lifespan of over seven years at the time when the data was extracted (see Figure 

21). These repositories may be deserving of further investigation to understand 

what makes a repository durable. 
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Figure 21: List of most durable journalism code repositories, with a 

lifespan of over seven years at the time of data collection. 
 

4.4 Conclusion 

 

In this chapter I focused on GitHub as a news device. More specifically, I 

examined how the platform matters or makes a difference to journalism coding 

from a material-economic perspective, and what modes of studying these 

practices it may afford. 

 

In relation to how the platform participates in news work, I captured its 

contribution by proposing to understand journalism coding that is public on 

GitHub as connective coding. Connective coding captures the participation of 

journalism code repositories in the platform economy as assets that have the 

potential to be variously capitalised by the platform (e.g. through future capital 

investments), and by its ecosystem of third-parties (e.g. through integration of 

platform data and knowledge derived from it into various third-party services 

that build on top of GitHub). The enmeshing of social and professional 

practices that use platforms with platform economic logics is of course not 
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unique to GitHub. The tensions and implications that emerge from this 

entanglement for power relations between institutions, domains of life, issues 

of labour, agency, public expression and information politics have been 

extensively discussed in studies of social media with a political economic angle 

(see, e.g., Gillespie, 2010; Langlois & Elmer, 2013; Nieborg & Poell, 2018; van 

Dijck, 2013).  

 

Following the material orientation of the news device perspective, the 

contribution of this chapter has been to blend such approaches with a 

sensitivity towards the specificities of digital devices and describe the concrete 

medium-specific configuration of technical infrastructure and economic 

imperatives through which coding work is structured on GitHub. This 

extension of platform critique to an important but perhaps less critically 

investigated social platform can also be seen as a contribution to software and 

platform studies.  

 

From a news research perspective, this chapter makes a contribution both to 

the study of social media and the news, and to the study of the role of 

programming, open source software and computation in journalism. 

 

In relation to the study of social media and the news, I aimed to complement 

perspectives on coding on GitHub that understand them as social coding or 

“social open source” (to emphasise networking, collaborative and participatory 

aspects), with a perspective that emphasises the re-centralisation of journalism 

work outside the newsroom, as a platform asset. In doing so I hope to have 

also contributed towards a broader orientation for the study of social media 

and the news that does not take social media simply as backgrounds for 

understanding news work. Instead, this orientation would take as an object of 

study the platformisation of news and associated processes to render it an 

economically valuable part of the platform ecosystem. This orientation 

emphasises that to better understand the implications of social media 

platforms for news we should complement the internalist focus on their 

implications for professional practice with a focus on how these practices and 

their products are situated in the wider platform ecosystem, which the notion 
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of connective coding gestures at. 

 

In relation to the role of programming, open source software and computation 

in journalism, the contribution is to approach journalism coding on GitHub as 

a platform-specific form of work that is enacted through material affordances, 

features and culture of the platform. I did so by using a medium sensitive 

approach that repurposes platform features to examine how journalism 

initiatives participate in the GitHub platform and how the platform is itself 

configured in this situated domain of practice. By repurposing the platform’s 

“fork” feature for example, I found that journalism initiatives participate in the 

platform’s code ecosystem with original work at a greater rate than numbers 

reported by other studies for the entire platform, while also engaging in 

imitative work. By repurposing collaboration and engagement metrics, I 

showed GitHub to be a site of journalism code production and not just of 

storage and transparency. By repurposing repository date stamps, I showed 

that many journalism repositories are largely ephemeral or “uneventful” in the 

words of Mackenzie (2018) and thus not conforming with the platform’s 

update culture. An examination of top starred journalism repositories reflects a 

mix of modes of valuation: platform specific through the high valuation of 

materials that sustain software development work rather than software as an 

end product, and domain specific through the high valuation of non-code 

repositories such as datasets or data editorial and analytical guidelines. This 

attests to how, by entering the platform ecosystem, journalism objects also 

open themselves to platform-specific modes of valuation.  

 

Finally, a methodological contribution is made by extending the study of 

interactions between GitHub and journalism coding to also include how the 

platform can be configured for news research and the participation of the 

platform in research methods and knowledge production. I illustrated 

techniques by means of which researchers can use the platform’s analytical 

capacities at the same time as trying to modify their configuration to align them 

with their own research questions and interests. While platform analytics might 

push the direction of study towards that which is popular and trending now, 

the researcher needs to creatively work to adapt these for the study of social 
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questions that emphasise variability of practice and temporal dynamics other 

than the platform’s preoccupation with the now.  

 

While this study was primarily illustrative of conceptual approaches and 

research methods that can be brought to bear on the study of coding practices 

in journalism, future research may extend these analyses to larger collections of 

code repositories, and examine the potential of other categories of platform 

data for news research. Moreover, while this study illustrated how the 

platformisation of news can be examined through the lens of GitHub from the 

point of view of platformised journalism coding, platformising news occurs in 

various ways through multiple platforms, all of which are deserving of 

investigation. In the next chapter, I will address another aspect of how news 

infrastructures are platformised, through trackers embedded in news websites 

that insert news operations in various platform ecosystems and economies. 
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